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* * * * *

 

Julius Caesar. The photo is taken from … https://www.pexels.com/photo/julius-caesar-marble-statue-615344/ 

    Well, I think, it will be good to start this essay with the description and the meaning of the proverb mentioned
along with the title itself. The proverb attached to the title … Alea iacta est – The Die Is Cast …, is supposedly
ascribed to Julius Caesar. It is referring to one very particular situation where army general Julius Caesar, after
accomplishing  many  stunning  victories  in  the  expansion of  the  Roman  territory,  well,  with  his  army he was
supposed to return to Rome. However, the situation was not that simple. Rome was a republic at that time, and
there was a law that no single general or any military leader can return to Rome by leading his army personally.
Politicians of Rome, the ruling caste predominately, were pathologically frightened and horrified with the very
slightest idea that some new dictator could be possibly raising to power by using the army of Rome. Well, they
already had quite some cases with a similar outcome. By achieving so many marvelous victories, Julius Caesar
became very famous and very popular, but very powerful after all, and politicians in Rome were already shivering
due to the fear that he could possibly go this way. Nobody knew what Julius Caesar had in his mind. Thus, he was
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given an ultimatum not to cross the River Rubicon together with his army. Rubicon was a small river toward the
north of Italy, on the eastern part, just there where the Gallic territory began, and in no way would be of any
importance for the world history. It would be probably never mentioned in history books if not being connected
with this very specific situation when Julius Caesar crossed it. Therefore, if Julius crosses the River Rubicon with
his army in progressing toward Rome, he will be declared as the enemy of the state. This is exactly what did
happen along with.  He crossed the River Rubicon,  but  before that,  he supposedly said these famous words,
probably thinking there is no way back. He was right, there was no way back, and long-awaited, and long-lasting,
the civil war in Rome started just at the very same moment.

River Rubicon, Italy. The photo was taken from … https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rubicon 

Who hasn’t heard about Julius Caesar? The legendary Roman politician, statesmen, and military leader, who was
adorned with laurels while he was at the peak of his power, is the source of many stories, legends, controversies,
but some unsolved enigmas as well. Some of these stories and legends are nice, but some not so much. This
historical figure of antic Rome was disputed very much indeed. That is the reason some say he was a good person,
but some share very strong opposite opinions and try to label him as the negative. What kind of person he really
was, or, better to say, what he wasn't, the entire story behind, that will be the focus of the discussion along with
this essay. Just to mention, I started this essay long ago and did find November 2016., as the date below the first
version of this essay. Many things have changed since, and in the meantime, we learned a lot. Indeed, we earned
a lot of very precious additional knowledge. Therefore, it will be quite a pleasure to deepen the research on Julius
Caesar now. Again, we shall use the Vedic Astrology-Jyotish to find and differentiate the proper natal chart of
Julius Caesar. Indeed, Vedic Astrology-Jyotish is so precious discipline, and we are endlessly thankful to all the
Graha Devatas and the Jyotir Vidya Goddess, for giving us blessings and allowing us to see all these things being
invisible so far.
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Indeed, this topic is fitting perfectly well along with just a previously exposed essay of mine … HANNIBAL ANTE
PORTAS. For all those who did not see that writing so far, well, it would be better to take a look.    

The thing is that Julius Caesar is the logical and chronological continuation of the story of Hannibal. It was proved
that Julius Caesar is also the Lord Vishnu incarnation, who came to finish the job of immense political, social, and
military changes within the Roman Republic itself.1 It happened that exactly after such tremendous changes and
reformations, Rome became the Superpower, it became a mighty Empire. I had labeled Julius Caesar as Vishnu
incarnation long ago and did make his natal chart, as it was just mentioned. However, at that time did not know
about Hannibal. I mean, I had some suspicion on Hannibal being involved deeply in this story so I tried to find his
natal chart as well, but it did not work. It simply did not work. Something was missing there. What was missing?
Well, a long time after the initial search, it was proved that the true story of Illyrian Queen Teuta was missing.
Indeed, that piece of the puzzle was missing, along with the fact that she had a son, Lord Vishnu incarnation
actually, whom she brutally murdered when he was just about three months old. It is obvious now that Lord
Vishnu wanted to make a big Illyrian Empire, just at the very same spot where the legendary Trojan Empire was
thriving once upon a time. The Trojan Culture is what we count as the first and the last post-Vedic culture in
Europe. When this plan failed, now it is becoming more obvious than ever before, Lord Vishnu, who obviously
always wants to have one strong and powerful leading culture to dominate the world, well, he just proceeded
with the alternative plan. Plan B, so to say. That was asking dramatic changes within the Roman Republic itself, for
which Vishnu probably considered it was too much on the negative side at that moment. Firstly as Hannibal, he
wiped out all corrupted politicians, and along with many social and military reformations that have been done, he
prepared the Republic of Rome for the arrival  of  Julius  Caesar. You see how all  these events are organically
connected. Just with this one cognition about Illyrian Queen Teuta, everything clicked together and became so
transparent. Indeed, that was the crucial moment to decipher this big enigma and to solve it entirely.

Gaius Julius Caesar was a very complex character. He was the son of a renowned politician, belonging to the very
prominent patrician family … Gens Julia …, being connected with Aeneas, the founder of Rome. They claimed that
this family could trace their roots event to the Goddess Venus. This is all true actually. In fact, now we know that
Aeneas was the very same character as Hector of Troy. His mother, Hecuba, was Goddess Kali-Goddess Durga
incarnation, who was celebrated in Rome as the Goddess Venus. Thus, Hector, who was also Vishnu incarnation,
survived the fall of Troy together with his son whose name was …  Iulius.  Indeed, together with few hundred
surviving soldiers of Troy, after the episode in Carthage, they settled on the Apennine Peninsula by mixing up with
Latins. This is where the City of Rome was established around 1.140 B.C.E. Therefore, we see now that the lineage
of Hector of Troy was actually lasting until Julius Caesar. However, the wife of Hector and the mother of the son
Iulius was … Andromache ..., who was the incarnation of Goddess Parvati. Therefore, we can also say, that was
Parvati’s lineage. The thing is, what we witness here, Parvati and Vishnu, together they have their lineage. This is
one and unique lineage indeed. This lineage certainly has a name, and today it is very well known under the
syntagm … The Holly Grail.  As will be shown later on, that same lineage will continue even further on. I mean,
further on after Julius  Caesar himself.  That lineage goes throughout the time … It  goes on and on forever …
However, the discussion about we leave for some other time.

1  The term ... incarnation ... and ... being incarnated ..., just same as … reincarnation ..., well all that is highly esoteric today, and not understandable to all.
However, this is the key phenomenon for understanding the spiritual world, and life in its entirety. The point is that life is actually very spiritual, and if we
remove this superficial layer of ignorance and the firm attachment to the material world, we will find out that life is highly esoteric as well. Once upon a time,
the teaching about incarnation and reincarnation was a normal part of everyday life. Then somehow, in the Age of Ignorance, somebody put it out of order
by decree. It was out  of normal use, and put  simply, the knowledge about was ...  excommunicated. Reading and proper  understanding of all  my texts
presumes that the reader is familiar with these terms and that the knowledge and full understanding is developed about the nature of a life where every
individual is passing through innumerable incarnations just to be purified and perfected. This is not the basic intention of the Creator himself, by the way, but
it happens that sometimes evolution of ours can go this way. This is the foundation of the saying which somebody launched very humoristically ... Only fools
are dying. Thus, the fact is ... nobody is dying. However, this is all a very long story indeed. There are many adequate books, scriptures, courses, etc, and
therefore,  it  is  easy  to  find  all  the  basic  information  and  to  tune  along  appropriately.  A  good  beginning  could  possibly  be  with  ...
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Incarnation
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It  is  kind of  consensus among gods,  kind of  celestial  deal,  that  Lord Vishnu can incarnate  only through two
families. One is the family of Goddess Kali-Durga, who just made a very heavy violation of their deal, and Vishnu
will supposedly not come into this family for quite some time. Consequently, another family will be activated in
this particular case, just the same as it happened with Hannibal. However, even though this family can achieve
grandiose things, it cannot fly so high. This is not the family of kings and emperors, though they can become such.
This is to say, they are mostly ordinary people, not flying high, and therefore, to achieve the highest post for
making drastic  social reformations,  Vishnu as incarnate will  need to spend more time and invest much more
efforts. Much more energy and time will be needed in order to earn some power. This is exactly what and how it
did happen with Julius Caesar. His father died when he was just about 16 years of age, supposedly in 85 B.C.E.
Very soon, in 84 B.C.E. to be precise, he married … Cornelia Cinna …, who came from another politically important
family of Rome. Unfortunately, both families were not in favor of the dictator Sulla, who took power in Rome and
was terrorizing his political enemies heavily. Dictator Sulla gave two options to young Julius Caesar, which means,
either he will divorce Cornelia, or he will be executed. Interestingly, as always, Julius Caesar did find the third
option. He escaped from Rome and became an outlaw. Nevertheless, some sources mentioned he joined to army
anonymously.  Such a  situation lasted  for  a  very  long  time  actually,  for  about  6-7  years,  all  until  somebody
convinced Sulla to save Julius. Supposedly, around 78 B.C.E, Julius Caesar returned to normal life, and very soon,
in 76 B.C.E., their daughter …  Julia  … was born. The daughter Julia played a very important role in this story,
however, she will die young, but she will be the mean for him to accomplish very important things. His  wife
Cornelia also died young, somewhat around 69 B.C.E, after about thirteen years of marriage. She was about thirty
years of age at that time. It supposedly happened along with childbirth. Of course, Julius was devastated because
he loved Cornelia very much. After  that, throughout his entire life, there will  be many women around Julius
Caesar, including two more wives, according to official records. There were many mistresses as well. The second
wife, just after Cornelia had departed, was … Pompeia …, whom he divorced after a short time due to reasons
that are not completely clear. The third was …  Calpurnia …, and she was with Julius all  until he was brutally
murdered in 44 B.C.E. However, as I already have mentioned, along with he had many mistresses, including …
Cleopatra. Nevertheless, this story is rather complex and it will be addressed later on. 

Well, that was just a very brief introduction to the very beginning of the life story of legendary Julius Caesar.

I need to mention once again, and this is what I have been repeating permanently, this is all happening when the
Kali Yuga, the Iron Age that had started around 700 B.C.E., was approaching the negative peak, what did happen
around 500 C.E.  The Cosmic Law was falling apart,  and we see many heavy wars,  very  complicated political
situations where the antic classic world was easily fading out and coming to its end. That was the descending cycle
when the incoming cosmic  energy and the precious,  vital  intelligence were decreasing for  a long,  ever since
12.000 B.C.E, and a little bit before that point. I am not sure that everybody is familiar with what does that exactly
means, and for this purpose will try to demonstrate that with some graphics. The cycle of yugas, or, the cycle of
the world ages, is the sine curve, the sine wave, the sinusoidal waveform. As such, it has its own positive and
negative phases, along with the positive and negative peaks. The sine wave is unique, because, this is the only
mathematical function that describes the true nature of life, and this is … everlasting changes. In this world, only
the change is  permanent, nothing else.  Basically, the sine curve is  just  the circle as the function of the time
variable.  It  is  denoting spiraling circling, and this  is what life  is.  Every half-cycle has  its  own descending and
ascending quarter,  but  the negative and positive peaks are between them. Now, we direct our focus on the
negative phase. In fact, along with the peak of the negative phase, well, this is the moment when the descending
phase reaches its culmination, and where it starts to turn into the ascending phase. By the way, this is a very
sensitive moment, and it is highlighted particularly when it is applied to human social background. This is the
moment when two complementary forces, two radically different energies, start to mix up. They start to interfere
heavily, and this is exactly what was happening in the World just about that time when the pendulum of time was
approaching  500  C.E.  This  is  the  time  when Jesus  Christ  was  supposed  to  come for  achieving  monumental
achievements in order to bridge huge discrepancy in tuning with the Natural Law. All historical figures we are
talking about right now, like Hannibal and Julius Caesar, including many others like Alexander the Great, well, they
were all  just  preparing the stage for  Jesus Christ  to come. This is  the  time of  darkness  prevailing  when the
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negative wing of the evolution force took dramatic advantage. This is a very difficult time for positives, however,
the balance in nature should be done, and somebody should limit the negative force not to blow up the world
entirely. That is the reason, I think, we see Lord Vishnu coming personally to balance everything.

The sine curve, the sine wave, the sinusoidal waveform. The photo is taken from Pixabay …
https://pixabay.com/vectors/frequency-sine-red-graph-wave-282742/ 

To define the natal chart of Julius Caesar, well, that was not an easy job at all. That is the reason some questions
might still be opened. However, I believe this is the proper natal chart. The search for Jupiter-Saturn conjunction,
which is the must for every Vishnu incarnation, would probably take us far from the year 100 B.C.E., as historians
defined his year of birth. Therefore, I do not believe historians could have done such a big mistake. This is true,
such kind of mistakes sometimes could be intentional, as we have proved that many times already. However, in
this case, for sure, we do not consider that option. Simply, we take the year 100 B.C.E. as the very probable year
of birth of Julius Caesar, and consequently, we need to focus on the very day that could have happened possibly.   

As is already mentioned, in order to find the natal chart of any Vishnu incarnation, we need to find the proper
Jupiter-Saturn conjunction first.  There  is  always  Jupiter-Saturn  conjunction to  be found in  such natal  charts.
However, there are some exceptions to this rule. We have learned so far, there is one situation where we do not
need  to  search  for  the  Guru-Sani  conjunction,  and  this  is  when  the  Chandra-Surya  conjunction  is  present.
However, this is one of the most specific and complex conjunctions in Jyotish, and we’ve already seen such kind of
constellation several times. The most prominent such case so far, was with the natal chart of King Alexander the
Great, when conjunction did occur in the second house in Simha Rasi-Leo sign. Along with such conjunction, they
say,  the  house  and  rasi-sign  where  the  conjunction  is  sitting,  well,  they  become  very  important  and  very
prominent. It is almost like the double doses of that house and that rasi is being exposed.

Just to make the story shorter, it was discovered that Julius Caesar was born on July 12, 100 B.C.E. at 3.09 AM
LMT, in Rome.
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The natal chart of Julius Caesar (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below).
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.
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First  things  first,  and therefore,  need to  mention that  the  crucial  problem in  finding  the natal  chart  was to
discriminate between July 12th, and July 13th, 100 B.C.E., which was a big problem for historians actually. Indeed,
in almost all books and by all sources, you can find his birthday to be possible along with either. Scientists are
simply not sure. I made a very exhaustive analysis of both appropriate natal charts. I mean, both options have
been checked. I am prone to believe that 12 July is the right answer. Just to say, with the 13 July, Chandra would
be very close to the Surya itself,  just on 2-3 degrees of distance, and that would indicate very, very eclipsed
Chandra-Moon, with total darkness of the mind prevailing, and that was not the case with Julius Caesar.

In fact, in this particular case of Julius Caesar, this very special conjunction of Sun and Moon occurs in the first
house, and this is the Karkha Rasi-Cancer sign. That means, exactly this house will be of extraordinary power and
it will be extraordinarily important, along with Karkha Rasi as well. This will make the person having very good
self-esteem, be determined, be very vital and strong, and can make the person be of a very strong and exposed
ego. Julius Caesar definitely did not miss an ego, did he?  He was a very determined person. We all remember the
story  when  he  was captured by  pirates  …  he even offered them a bigger ransom than  they  had asked  for.
Nevertheless, he also told them he would kill them when he will be freed. They were laughing at this … but he did
exactly what he said.

My research has shown that some prominent politicians and even businesspersons do have exactly such kind of
combination, the Chandra-Surya conjunction in the first house. Thus, everything fits well; we need to consider
Julius Caesar as a politician first, what he really was before he became army and military leader, and the dictator
in the final stage.

The proximity of the Surya to the Chandra in the first house, I would blame for occasional eruptions of epileptic
seizures. It is plausible that history did not expose the full frame of this problem, and it can be that the problem
was much bigger than they want to say. It was registered only a few times when it happened that somebody saw
him during having such an attack. But we do not know how many times it did happen in the privacy of his home,
and later on, in the privacy of the headquarter of his military compounds. Most probably he tried to keep it as low
profile. Thus, there were some such situations definitely, but probably not registered or even kept hidden. Long
ago, I think, I found info that epileptic problems could be linked to the Surya-Chandra conjunction in the first,
though this  is  not  the  only  reason most  probably.  As  we  know,  the first  house,  among  many  other  things,
represents the head and the brain. The Moon-Chandra is also very important because it represents manas, the
mind. The Surya-Sun is the planet that burns everything around, including the house it is sitting in or at least some
aspects of it. The distance between them is very important, and inevitably, who is in front of, or who is behind. In
this case, the Chandra comes some 14 degrees in front of Surya, thus it is afflicted. It is eclipsed by Surya, but still
on some safe distance of about 14 degrees from the Surya itself.  We see this  is  completely  opposite to the
situation of Alexander the Great where Chandra was much behind Surya, and it gave a very bright, brilliant mind.
The mind of Julius Caesar was very strong as well, but there is some darkness in it. Fortunately, the Chandra is
very strong in this chart by all other means, and in high dignity as well by being in the own house in Kendra and
Kona. And … it is carrying the conjunction of three planets in the first on its shoulders because it has the lowest
degree. It sits in the nakshatra of exceptionally powerful Sani. Therefore, the Moon-Chandra is Commander in
Chief there. However, at the same time, the Sani sits in the nakshatra ruled by Chandra, so there is a kind of
exchange of rulerships. Simultaneously, there is a seventh mutual aspect of Chandra and Sani in action. Thus, the
first  house and the seventh house  become interconnected very  much,  almost  like  Vargottama.  That  means,
without any discussion, the complete situation will give an inventive and brilliant mind definitely. Nevertheless,
due to the proximity of the Moon to the Sun, in his personality, much of his emotions will be burnt. Moreover, the
strong influence of Sani on Chandra and the first house will provoke a sort of coldness and emotional dullness in
certain moments so that sometimes he will seem as being merciless and cruel. However, I think, all that was just
about to make big changes in the world's politics. He was simply programmed that way. As he came to suppress
the negative energy, he was also supposed to have some negative energy. Only negative energy can fight against
negative energy. However, what comes as the outcome, as the result of this fight? Indeed, this is a good question.
When two negative energies clash and destroy each other, what is the result? Well, the result is actually positive.
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When two negative energies destroy each other,  inevitably,  the negative energy decreases,  and the positive
energy is raising. The increase of the positive energy in the environment and the collective consciousness is the
result of the clash of two negative energies. In fact, we see that after any war, especially after big wars, world
wars  let’s  say  so.  This  we  have  seen  so  many  times.  After  every  war,  after  the  stress  in  the  collective
consciousness is being released and nullified, well, the situation is entirely different. There is a new enthusiasm,
new elan, new ideas, and the world is stepping forward toward its brighter future. All that was needed is … to
neutralize the stress in the collective consciousness. Because the collective consciousness of any group is a living
organism. It is a living being. It can be cherished, but it also can be neglected. Nevertheless, the war is a very
primitive way to neutralize and nullify the stress in the collective consciousness. Anyhow, this is another story
indeed.     

Concerning the natal chart of Julius Caesar, because, we are still on his natal chart, few more things to say. There
are other influences on both of these planets as well; I mean on the Chandra and the Surya. We see the Shukra-
Venus  is  also  playing an important  role in  this  triple  conjunction  in  the first  house.  In fact,  Shukra-Venus is
hammed between Surya and Chandra.  Shukra-Venus is  a great enemy in this  natal  chart,  and this  is  already
announcing that something will not go all right when considering his relationships with women. There is the fifth
aspect of Ketu to the first house. Ketu, as well as Rahu, are exalted, so I guess they are not so harmful in this chart.
Besides, there is a seventh drishti of extraordinary powerful retrograde Sani from the seventh house, and with a
very narrow angle of only two and a half degrees toward the Chandra. The Sani-Saturn is in the high dignity in the
main  chart,  making  Sasha  Yoga,  but  it  is  debilitated in  Navamsa  so  some afflictions  are  there.  This  will  be
especially highlighted during the first half of his life. In the Navamsa it is placed with Mangal in the Mesha Rasi, so
when we translate this to the main chart, they will both give some influences in the tenth house as well. Saturn,
except for the first house, does give an aspect to the ninth house, house of beliefs and religious attitudes, fortune,
and good luck. As we know, he was functioning as the high priest of Jupiter for some time, then he became a
soldier, and later on, he was a kind of lawyer, politician, but writer and poet as well. Saturn aspects the fourth
house too where Mangal sits, but Mangal also gives a fourth drishti to the Sani. Thus, there is a mutual drishti of
Sani-Saturn  and  Mangal-Mars.  Altogether,  this  kind  of  Sani-Mangal  combination  will  give  fertile  soil  for  a
dictatorship to develop. Though I would consider this as a very benevolent dictatorship, because, he took the
power in order to make all necessary reforms and to reorganize life in Rome entirely. He is about to break down
the corruptive political system of Rome.

Thus, all that is already telling us that this is the right natal chart.

Then, another thing had happened because all until recently, I was considering the 11th house Navamsa as an
alternative  position if  Atmakaraka cannot fit  into  the 9th house where it  stays  in  most  of  the  cases  for  this
particular incarnation line. However, as it seems, this is not the case. It seems to me that the alternative option is
the  fifth  house.  Well,  this  can  probably  vary  from  situation  to  situation  so  we  can  find  the  Atmakaraka
everywhere.  If  we consider some dates,  well,  some of them can fit  perfectly in.  For instance, by considering
Mahadasha periods, his first marriage, the one to Cornelia Cinna, what did happen in 84 B.C.E., could be easily
placed in …  Budha-Shukra-Sani (Bu-Sk-Sa) … planetary period. By considering transits, this  is very easy to be
located around the middle of August 84 B.C.E.

As it was mentioned,  just prior  to the marriage, his father died,  he was about 16 years of age. This is to be
attributed to the Budha Mahadasha. However, Budha is in the nakshatra of the Shukra-Venus, and therefore it
will  function as the Venus.  This  is  his second Mahadasha in sequence,  also denoting the influence of Venus.
However, Venus is a great enemy in this natal chart. That is the reason his entire Budha Mahadasha was very
inimical to him; he had many troubles indeed. As it was already mentioned, his father was afflicted too. This is
very often the case with this incarnation line. It happens that his father is heavily afflicted, or he will  depart
exactly in Budha Mahadasha. As I already mentioned once, as the lord of the 12th house, Budha is a positional
separator in this natal chart. At the same time, Surya itself, the significator of the father, by being lord of the
second is … marak planet …, the dead afflicting planet. It can cause death. It can afflict the chart owner, but the
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father as well. We also see a very strong Vargottama Budha in the natal chart. This is a very important fact. In all
situations, he exposed extraordinary intelligence and a very sharp intellect.   

As we know, the rule of Caesar’s Dynasty lasted for a long time. If I counted well this is about 117 years. Indeed,
with some vicissitudes, it lasted from 49 B.C.E. when Julius Caesar became the dictator, all until 68 C.E. along with
Emperor Nero’s supposed suicidal death. They say that Emperor Nero is the last one in this succession line. There
are many stories about Nero himself, mostly negative, because, historians and especially Christians, well, they
took  a  very  negative  attitude  on  him.  Basically,  all  that  was  because  of  his  firm  actions  against  Christians.
However, this trend of demonizing Emperor Nero receives a big turnover. More and more scientists do discover
that he was a very popular emperor, along with doing some very good things. Today with certainty, we can say
that he did not burn Rome. We know that was done by Paul-Saul and by his comrades Simon Peter and other so-
called Christians.

The map of Rome during and along the conquering of Julius Caesar. The photo is taken from …
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Map_of_the_Ancient_Rome_at_Caesar_time_(with_conquests)-fr.svg 

Furthermore, we see that sometimes he, Emperor Nero, was attributed with the number 616, which will probably
make confusion whether it is the right number 616 … or … 666. I think there is no need for any confusion here.
The 666 is the right number, which means … God’s Number. The number … 616 … is probably just a derivation
from this basic God’s Number. As 636 is devoted to the Mary Magdalene, 616 is probably devoted to another
character in the same Dynasty. And, as it is closely connected with God's incarnations itself, and the number 666,
this  number  616 also  got  a  demonic  attribute.  However,  by whom is  it  depicted  that  way?  It  did  get  such
reputation by daemons themselves; by this negative force in gangster consciousness who has been terrorizing the
world for last five thousand years, but who will disappear from the surface of the Earth very soon. There are
maybe some more numbers, who knows!?   Because there are many characters in this Dynasty. Alternatively, it
can be that this number … 666 … maybe will be changed slightly due to global changes we are just expecting to
come very soon? Then the new Number of God maybe should be established. On the other hand, perhaps there
will not be any need for such a number or numbers anymore. Because, put simply, as we know now that after
these big changes take place, what we are expecting to come very soon, the barrier between this world and what
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we call … another world …, will be lifted. That means such kind of life will be established on Earth that we can
hardly even imagine right at this moment.

Well, when we are talking about Julius Caesar, one name is popping up inevitably, and that is the name of Queen
Cleopatra. I already mentioned her, but just very superficially. Nevertheless, she plays a very important role in this
story. I tried to work out her natal chart as well,  and here is what I  think it is the right chart of great Queen
Cleopatra.

The natal chart of  Queen Cleopatra (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below).
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.
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Official history, it seems to me, failed for about four years. She was born in 73 B.C.E., instead of 69 B.C.E. as they
claim. In the main chart, there is this very specific … S  … for Scorpio, which is shown by the graphic below. All
houses  containing  planets  do form the S  symbol.  This  we’ve seen already several  times actually.  This  is  the
instruction manual telling us that we need to adjust Navamsa Lagna to the Scorpio sign. Well,  indeed, a very
interesting coincidence.

Cleopatra’s father died in 51 B.C.E., and along with that event, she became a queen in co-regency with her 10
years old brother. This will fit Chandra Mahadasha starting exactly in 51 B.C.E. as well. Her first meeting with Julius
Caesar, and the beginning of the love affair, we can estimate to September 30, 48 B.C.E., what is actually the first
day as Julius Caesar arrived in Egypt after the tragic death of Pompey, what will correspond to the … Ch-Gu-Bu-Sa-
Ma … of the dasha planetary period. If we look transits for that day, well, it seems to me all is very plausible.

Besides, the birth of … Caesarion …, the son she had with Julius Caesar, is officially established to be on June 23,
47 B.C.E. This we can feet into … Ch-Gu-Ra-Sy-Gu … dasha period. Transits support that idea as well.

Cleopatra is the Goddess Mahalakshmi incarnation. We see quite often that they, Vishnu and Mahalakshmi, like to
play the roles of connecting different cultures. They played this kind of play on many occasions. It was the dream
of Caesar to connect East and West, and that is exactly what he was trying to do through the connection with
Queen Cleopatra. Actually,  we notice the love affair in action, however, both of them entered this story with
many interests and their projections. Along with that, they wanted to achieve something. As we know, they both
finished tragically. I hope this natal chart will offer missing answers about the tragic death of Queen Cleopatra as
well. This is perhaps the most challenging question at the moment. Did she really commit suicide? Or, was she
killed by someone? Yes, this is becoming so interesting …       

Thus, we see again, there was no happy end in this story. I mean, neither for their love affair nor for the personal
life stories as well. In fact, this is what Vishnu and Mahalakshmi usually do play. When they come together, in
most of the cases they are involved in love stories with no happy and. Sometimes even, they just leave others an
option to kill them, just for the story not to be boring too much.

This will conclude my short discussion on the natal chart and the life of Julius Caesar. He accomplished what he
wanted. He reprogrammed Rome by transforming it into a big empire. His lineage was installed along with, and it
will last for some. Then he will come again as Lucius Artorius Castus, just to make a strong impact again, and to
transfer the precious spiritual knowledge that will be called Hermeticism very soon, to one very particular place,
and completely going around Rome itself. This is where a new strong culture will be born very soon in order to
dominate the world. You guess it;  this is about Great Britain. However, Vishnu will come again in the Roman
world,  like  Emperor  Diocletian  this  time.  This  is  where  we  see  that  the  prime  focus  and  power  was  easily
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transferred toward the Illyrian world, where Salona became the parallel vital center of the entire Empire. Yet,
there are more elements in this story, but we leave that for some other time.

The End

NOTE: This essay, just like all other essays in this serial, well, they are all devoted to finding some higher spiritual and universal
truths. This can possibly help in finding, modeling, and reshaping the individual truth of everybody who is touching it. If you did
find something to be interesting and useful in any way, please do not hesitate to visit  the corner called ...  Contributions and
Donations ..., on the website ... https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/ ..., just to make your simple mark there. One-click or two
can change many things. The research, which is going on along with this serial, is just like a never-ending story. Any donation is
very welcome and can provide researches to be continued on a comfortable basis.
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